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Introduction

“To be deep in history is to cease to be Protestant.”
- John Henry Newman1

This quote from Cardinal John Henry Newman (1801-1890) represents the culmination
of centuries of conflict in a post-Reformation world over who could claim church history and
tradition.2 Newman, a convert to Roman Catholicism from the Church of England, clearly
believed that one could no longer remain a Protestant in good conscience after studying church
history, as the church’s apostolicity and continuity of doctrine would inevitably lead one to the
Roman Catholic Church. The terms we use today to describe the Reformation even include
traces of Newman’s perception of Protestantism, as the label of “Protestant” etymologically
indicates protest. Indeed, at first glance of this term, it may seem that the Protestant Reformers
were willing to eschew a millennium and a half of established tradition in favor of a
revolutionary movement.
However, the Reformers did not define themselves schismatically. They did not set out to
start a new church, but rather to do just what that title implied – to “reform” the existing one,
purging it of doctrines and practices that they viewed as departing from scripture. This project
does not aim to identify whether the Catholic Church or the Protestant Reformers were “right” in
their respective self-identities as scriptural and apostolic. However, it does show that the

1

Catholic Answers Staff, “Cardinal Newman Said, ‘To Be Deep in History Is to Cease to Be Protestant.’ Why Don’t
More Protestant Historians Become Catholic?,” Catholic Answers, Catholic Answers, accessed April 22, 2022,
https://www.catholic.com/qa/cardinal-newman-said-to-be-deep-in-history-is-to-cease-to-be-protestant-why-dontmore-protestant.
2
“Authors: Newman John Henry (sorted by popularity),” Project Gutenberg, accessed May 12, 2022,
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/authors/search/?query=Newman,+John+Henry.
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caricature of the Reformers as eager to disregard church tradition in favor of a narrower
Christianity that focused exclusively on individual encounters with the Bible. Specifically, this
project will examine the Protestant Reformers’ engagement with the church fathers, those
Christians from the earlier centuries of the church whose theological and spiritual writings held
tremendous influence over the development of Christian doctrine. We will examine the
Protestant Reformers’ writings and draw conclusions from their quotation of the church fathers,
paying special attention to how the Reformers claimed the fathers in formulating their selfidentity over and against that of the Catholic Church, a larger institutional force that also spoke
with the authority of the fathers and church tradition. The manner in which the Reformers
reconciled their respect for the fathers with their strong belief in the exclusive authority of
scripture in developing doctrine is of special focus.
To begin, this project first discusses the centuries of Western Christian history leading up
to the Reformation, following the genesis and growth of the academic and ecclesial method of
theology known as scholasticism. While we are primarily concerned with John Calvin’s (15091564) and Martin Luther’s (1483-1546) thought and do not wish to make Western Christian
academic history a third major figure in this project, the Reformers were scholars and received
high-class university educations before they became central public figures.3 Therefore,
understanding the academic and theological environment they operated in is of utmost
importance before we can learn how they interpreted the fathers.
The scholastic environment began as an attempt to reconcile faith and reason in the study
of theology, with Peter Lombard’s (c. 1100-1160) Sentences serving as the core theological

3

James Atkinson, Martin Luther and the Birth of Protestantism (Baltimore, MD: Pelican Books, 1968), 332, 336;
John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, trans. Henry Beveridge (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers,
2008), xi.
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textbook for this movement, a book which Luther and Calvin read.4 Throughout the years,
though, this alliance would operate on shakier ground, as ecclesial authority and rationalist
academic thought frequently clashed. The introduction of the rationalist and pagan thought of
Aristotle (384-322 BCE) was especially divisive, leading to a conservative backlash from Duns
Scotus (c. 1264-c. 1308) in favor of the primacy and exclusive authority of faith in theological
work.5 All this intellectual infighting occurred concurrently with a rise in the papacy’s
jurisdiction and political power, leading to the church inheriting the undesirable traits of both
sides of the faith-reason debate.6 Academic rationalism deteriorated into scholars squabbling
over issues of no importance to the average Christian, dividing into sectarian camps over which
scholastic forefather’s philosophy they most admired while a spirit of fideism grew in service of
an increasingly powerful church.7
In turn, this project then discusses Luther and Calvin, the two most famous figures
emerging from the Reformation, and how they formulated their patristic theology in this
intellectual environment. This project finds that the two thinkers agree on many points in regard
to scripture and church authority. Both held a high view of the early ecumenical councils and
church tradition, but only insofar as they propounded what was said in scripture.8 In turn, their
patristic theology flowed naturally from their views of tradition and conciliar authority, believing
the fathers to be helpful guides for Christians in elucidating – not adding to – scripture. The

4

Atkinson, 59n; John Cowburn, S.J., Personalism and Scholasticism (Milwaukee, WI: Marquette University Press,
2005), 27.
5
James Atkinson, Birth, 38, 40; Christopher Shields, “Aristotle,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Metaphysics
Research Lab, Department of Philosophy, Stanford University, last modified August 25, 2020,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle/.
6
Joseph H. Lynch, The Medieval Church: A Brief History (New York, NY: Longman Publishing, 1992), 170.
7
Atkinson, Birth, 46, 50-51.
8
David C. Steinmetz, Luther in Context (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1986), 88-89; Anthony N.S.
Lane, John Calvin: Student of the Church Fathers (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1999), 39.
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independence of scripture also depended strongly on a literal-historical view of the Bible on the
part of both thinkers.9 Furthermore, their direct engagement with the fathers coalesced on two
central points. First off, Luther and Calvin held Augustine of Hippo (354-430) up as their highest
doctrinal authority.10 Neither were afraid to prioritize certain fathers above others, and their
theology of free will, sin, and grace borrowed heavily from Augustine as they used him and his
status as a “doctor of the church” to rebut their Catholic opponents. Second, Luther and Calvin
employed the fathers in similar polemical methods. They both utilized “first-degree” patristic
citations, using the words of a father to directly rebuke the Catholic Church, and “seconddegree” ones, wherein the fathers’ historical accounts pointed to an early church that was
doctrinally and liturgically distinct from the Western church of their day.
This being said, the difference in Calvin’s and Luther’s engagement with patristics comes
down to two major points: the law-gospel dialectic and the breadth and depth of the patristic
corpus they engage with. The distinction between law and gospel is central to Luther’s theology,
wherein the “law” of God righteously displays God’s expectations to people and condemns them
while God’s “gospel” offers Christians the free forgiveness of sins through grace.11 In turn,
Luther quoted the fathers as useful figures to communicate the promise of the gospel and shield
Christians against the law. While Calvin agreed with the general formula of the law-gospel
dialectic, he had a much more nuanced view of the law than the condemnatory picture of it in
Lutheran theology. Calvin’s patristic engagement betrays a respect for the moral law in keeping

9

Martin Luther, “‘Concerning the Letter and the Spirit’ from Answer to the Hyperchristian, Hyperspiritual, and
Hyperlearned Book by Goat Emser in Leipzig,” in Basic Theological Writings, ed. Timothy F. Lull (Minneapolis,
MN: Fortress Press, 1989), 77; William J. Bouwsma, John Calvin (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1988),
119.
10
Atkinson, Birth, 34.
11
Mickey L. Mattox, “Martin Luther,” in Christian Theologies of Scripture: A Comparative Introduction, ed. Justin
S. Holcomb (New York, NY: New York University Press, 2006), 101 [accessed via ProQuest Ebook Central].
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Christians close to God throughout their life.12 The two Reformers also differed on the scope of
patristic sources they engaged. Luther tends to focus much more heavily on Augustine and
Jerome (c. 348-420) than any other patristic source, while Calvin treats a much broader range of
fathers in his polemics, especially John Chrysostom (c. 347-407) and Gregory the Great (c. 540604).13 Calvin’s patristic citations acted similarly to a lawyer’s witnesses in a courtroom setting,
and it was thus to Calvin’s benefit to systematically cite a wide range of patristic authors to
elucidate his points.14

12

David C. Steinmetz, Calvin in Context, 2nd ed. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2010), 121.
Robert Kolb and Timothy J. Wengert, “Bibliographical Index,” in The Book of Concord: The Confessions of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church, ed. Robert Kolb and Timothy J. Wengert (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2000),
683, 685.
14
Lane, Student, 3.
13
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Section I: The Western Church’s Theology Before the Reformation
Before examining the patristic theology advanced by Luther and Calvin, we must first
survey the theological and intellectual life of the Western church in the centuries leading up to
the Reformation. This section will focus on where the Catholic Church believed its authority to
reside, examining the relation of scripture to tradition and the prominence of reason in theology.
The scholastic theologian Peter Lombard is of special importance here. His four-part systematic
theological work, the Sentences, was the primary text that theologians read from in their
intellectual training during the Middle Ages. Hence, Luther and Calvin would have studied the
Sentences, and their modes of thinking about theology and the church would have built off
parameters established by them. The Sentences, written in the twelfth century, also formed an
early bedrock of scholastic theology before the introduction of Aristotle to the West, the writings
of Aquinas and Scotus, and many other events that challenged the form and character of
scholasticism.15 In total, then, the centuries leading up to the Reformation witness the Western
church in an era of paradox: the championing of rational thought and the human ability to
systematize theology coexisted with an ever-growing corpus of canon law and papal power to
enforce the application thereof.
The Growth of Scholasticism and the Sentences
The rise of scholasticism represented an innovative approach to theology in the Western
church, one that elevated the role of human reason to previously unknown heights. B.B. Price
explains that scripture and the papal and conciliar interpretation thereof largely affirmed
themselves on their own terms prior to the eleventh century.16 However, scholasticism managed
15
16

Cowburn, Personalism, 28.
B.B. Price, Medieval Thought: An Introduction (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1992), 186.
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to integrate human reason with doctrine. The early scholastics still accepted the authority of the
church’s revelation as self-evident but dared to assert that the theology employed to unpack and
understand that revelation was categorizable, able to be rationally grasped and ordered.17 Put
more simply, theological belief was ultimately a matter of faith, but theological understanding
could be commanded and honed through reason.18 This newfound desire for what John Cowburn,
S.J. characterizes as a quest to “not just believe but to understand what we believe” spurred a
revitalization of the intellectual life of Western Christendom, as Catholic scholars systematized
the theology of the previous millennium of church history and formulated rational, dialectic
methods to prove and explain it.19
The revitalization of rationalism added new vigor to the Western university system,
complementing the rise of Western Europe as an economic and cultural power. From the
beginning, scholasticism was deeply dialectic in character, and this approach lent itself neatly to
the highly clustered setting of theologians-in-training that the university provided.20 In turn, Peter
Lombard’s Sentences – written in the twelfth century during the nascent years of scholasticism –
facilitated the continuation of scholasticism’s rationalist character while reigning in the chaos
that an unfettered dialectic method leads to. Lombard exuded the confidence in reason that
defined scholasticism, producing four volumes of systematized writings concerning major
theological topics. Moreover, Lombard managed to structure the Sentences categorically while
also not shoehorning his theology into a niche personal narrative. In fact, the Sentences were
remarkable in how well they engaged scripture in addition to the wealth of patristic and
contemporary literature available to Lombard. Jacques-Guy Bougerol describes Lombard as
17

Price, 186.
Price, 120.
19
Cowburn, Personalism, 27.
20
Price, Thought, 120; Lynch, Medieval Church, 170.
18
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merely “bearing witness to the theology of his age” and almost always adding patristic sources to
exegete the scriptural passages he cited.21 Marcia L. Colish further asserts that the Sentences
maintained their relevance over the ensuing centuries because of their comprehensive character
relative to alternative texts.22 However, Lombard reconciled his high view of reason with the
humble status of humans before God. He fittingly begins the first book of the Sentences by
quoting Augustine and building towards an articulation of the purpose of theological study, to be
in personal communion with the Triune God.23 Moreover, Lombard cites Augustine’s statement
that “the weak sharpness of the human mind is not fixed in this highest light without being
cleansed through the justice of faith”.24 Lombard’s Sentences, then, embodied the optimal
qualities of both belief and understanding, as the scholar preserves the need for both faith and
reason in undertaking theological study. If Colish claimed that the Sentences’ comprehensiveness
was a crucial reason for their longevity, their ability to establish a firm grounding of authority in
the institutional church while also allowing for the role of reason in academia certainly helped as
well.
To elaborate, Lombard backs up the self-evident authority of the church in a cohesive and
systematic way, drawing on the fathers both to prove his points and to explain theological points
that appear inconsistent. For instance, let us consider Lombard’s treatment of the filioque clause,
the phrase present in the Western church’s recitation of the Nicene Creed (“the Spirit…who
proceeds from the Father and the Son [filioque in Latin]”) that had by then contributed to the

21

Jacques-Guy Bougerol, “The Church Fathers and the Sentences of Peter Lombard,” in The Reception of the
Church Fathers in the West: From the Carolingians to the Maurists, vol. 1, ed. Irena Backus (Leiden, Netherlands:
E.J. Brill, 1997), 160-61.
22
Marcia L. Colish, “Peter Lombard,” in The Medieval Theologians: An Introduction to Theology in the Modern
Period, ed. G.R. Evans (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 170.
23
Peter Lombard, The Sentences: Book 1, The Mystery of the Trinity, trans. Giulio Silano (Toronto, Ontario:
Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 2007), 6.
24
Lombard, Sentences 1, 11.
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schism between the Western and Eastern churches in the eleventh century. In supporting the
addition of the filioque to the Creed, Lombard invokes the Greek father John Chrysostom as a
“teacher of the Greeks,” quoting his theological writings to support the filioque in a manner
similar to how Luther and Calvin would reclaim patristic sources from the institutional church
centuries later.25 On a less polemical note, Lombard also uses the systematic character of his
theology as a springboard to reconcile seemingly incompatible doctrines. After using Augustine
to rebut the claim of the Pelagians that humans could merit God’s salvation with works apart
from grace, Lombard quotes Jerome to support Augustine in spite of the two’s frequent clashes,
explaining that the former defended human free choice against the Manichaeans and total
corruption against the Jovinians in a manner that comported with Augustine’s grace-based
soteriology.26 In this way, Lombard’s ability to put the diverse parts of church tradition into
dialogue was representative of scholastic dialecticism in classrooms, another trait which
explained the staying power of the Sentences in university settings.
Balancing Faith and Reason
The high frequency at which Lombard and many scholastic authors cite Augustine is no
accident. In Martin Luther and the Birth of Protestantism, James Atkinson argues that Augustine
is the father of scholasticism, with the bishop’s maxim of “understand so that you may believe[;]
believe so that you may understand” strongly resembling the later Anselm of Canterbury’s (c.
1033-c.1109) “faith seeking understanding”.27 However, Augustine’s respect for reason was
dwarfed by his stringent understanding of people’s enslavement to sin and utter dependence on

25

Lombard, Sentences 1, 65.
Peter Lombard, The Sentences: Book 2, On Creation, trans. Giulio Silano (Toronto, Ontario: Pontifical Institute of
Medieval Studies, 2008), 142.
27
Atkinson, Birth, 38.
26
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God for redemption.28 Faith and reason enjoyed a tight if disorderly alliance under scholasticism,
and many of the conflicts which we will shortly recount center around the church’s intellectuals
struggling to theologically account for both. Atkinson later buttresses his account of the
Augustinian roots of scholasticism by noting that religious revivals tend to begin with Augustine
precisely because of his limited place for reason in theological pursuits.29 The primacy of
Augustine among the fathers in both Luther’s and Calvin’s thought coupled with their reference
to the father to support justification by faith alone lend support to Atkinson’s theory.
As scholasticism grew, its attempt to balance faith and reason shifted from the simpler
Augustinian formula, leading the scholastics to take up the task of resolving intellectual battles
occurring within their own tradition, a process undergone by any major movement. Laying the
groundwork for Western scholasticism, Atkinson describes the ninth-century mystic philosopher
John Scotus Eriugena (c. 810-c. 877) as a crucial check on excessive rationalism, as Eriugena’s
introduction of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite’s (c. 500) writings to Western Christendom
reinforced the transcendent, revelatory character of theology.30 Likewise, Anselm was
microcosmic of the academic high point of scholastic flourishing; while faith indeed constituted
the core of academic theology, the eleventh-century thinker’s famous maxim of “faith seeking
understanding” reinforced Cowburn’s previous characterization of scholasticism as a quest to
comprehend that faith.31
However, the spread of Aristotle’s works in the West proved arguably the most divisive
event in scholastic history. His strong rationalism as well as his paganism tested the ability of the

28

Atkinson, 35.
Atkinson, 44.
30
Atkinson, 37; Kolb and Wengert, “Bibliographical Index,” 690.
31
Atkinson, Birth, 38; Cowburn, Personalism, 27.
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ecclesial and academic-rationalist elements of scholasticism to coexist. Price describes this
division in drastic terms, noting how the rising use of Aristotle’s writings as textbooks and
adoption of his dialectical methods led to “confrontation between the church and the university”
in thirteenth-century learning.32 The church’s attempts to solve this tension were not always
seamless. For instance, Price supplies us with the example of Aristotle’s account of creation; the
philosopher used entirely natural-philosophical (and obviously extra-scriptural) proofs to
conclude that a “Prime Mover” was responsible for creation. After much scholastic conflict,
what resulted was the scholastic concept of “argument by analogy,” preserving the Genesis
account of creation as central truth while regarding the Aristotelian model as a useful analogy.33
Indeed, post-Aristotle scholasticism stretched the limits of the academy to treat theology as an
endeavor located squarely within a self-sufficient church tradition, as Lombard’s Sentences had
done. Scholastic theologians sorted into three camps: some held fiercely to the low Augustinian
view of rationalism, some embraced Aristotelianism, and many attempted to find a middle
ground.34
Falling within the third camp was one of the defining figures of Western theology, the
thirteenth-century priest Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274).35 He accepted many of the theological
priors of traditional Augustinianism such as the utter sinfulness of man and the need for trust in
God’s free grace, rendering the whole of revelation an act of divine grace. However, Aquinas
separated the duties of faith and reason more sharply than previous scholastics had done,
explaining that God gave humans reason to lead them back to Him, and so He granted humanity

32

Price, Thought, 121.
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a world that could be understood and explained by natural thought. In Aquinas’ own words,
reason was nothing but the ability to “listen to everything one encounters”.36
However, a backlash would soon meet the Thomist theology of faith and reason, led by
Duns Scotus. The monk’s criticism of Thomism was peculiar; on one hand, he largely accepted
its clearly defined separation of the duties of faith and reason. On the other hand, Scotus’ critique
was conservative in that it delegated much more authority to faith alone. Atkinson mentions
Scotus’ blistering declaration that “there is no rational argument for those things that belong to
faith,” emphasizing the personal and active qualities of God and elevating God above what could
be understood under rationalism.37 Scotus’ anti-Thomism was also paradoxical in its contribution
to both later scholasticism and early Protestant thought. Scotus held the church’s authority in
high regard as the ground of faith, as Brian Tierney characterizes Scotus’ view of “Catholic
truth” as “not what the church had demonstrably always proclaimed but what the church was
proclaiming then and there, in their own time”.38 In other words, while Scotus held a high regard
for the exclusive ability of faith to take hold of truth, he was still a Franciscan monk and felt that
the institutional church held ultimate authority in faith and doctrine, acting as the preserver
thereof as times changed. At the same time, though, Scotus’ high regard for faith above reason
preceded very similar points made by the Reformers centuries later. Karl Barth outright states
that Calvin and Scotus would have agreed on many theological points, while Atkinson notes a
similar tendency in Luther.39 Luther drew a sharp distinction between free will, which could

36

Atkinson, Birth, 38-39.
Atkinson, 40.
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understand and explain concepts about the universe consistent with Scotism, and faith, which
alone could guide people to a saving relationship with God.40
Essentially, the Western church at the time of the Reformation inherited the worst of both
worlds of the faith-reason dichotomy as scholasticism never resolved the tensions between the
ecclesial and the academic. Rationalism remained championed in university settings, but
scholastic intellectual life deteriorated into an elite subclass of scholars debating niche
intellectual topics that had no connection to the average Christian’s life at all.41 Atkinson
explains that sectarian loyalty to certain influential scholastics supplanted genuine searches for
truth among later theologians; for instance, Dominican theologians followed Aquinas, while
Franciscans rallied behind Scotus or William of Ockham (1300-1349).42 These theological
camps increasingly left serious intellectual work to their scholastic ancestors, instead arguing
with one another over which figure was superior in a display of blind factionalism.43 Conversely,
the primacy of faith gradually gave way to blind fideism as intellectual life stagnated and the
church’s authority grew.44 While Atkinson writes with a perspective deeply sympathetic to the
Reformers, the increasing centralization of papal power lends credence to his claims about the
decline of Western intellectual life, which we now turn to.
The Growth of the Church’s Power
The rise in rationalism and systematization occurred simultaneously with a rise in the
papacy’s power. As was discussed before, the scholastic method provided an intellectual and
academic background to an economically and politically expanding Western Europe,. However,
40

Atkinson, Birth, 45.
Atkinson, 51; Cowburn, Personalism, 29.
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with this newfound influence came a pressure on the church to be the arbiter of authority in a
wider range of circumstances.45 Canon law – an overarching term for the collection of decisions
made by popes and councils throughout the centuries – had existed as a steady guide for the
church for a long time.46 However, the Western church suddenly found itself with a new set of
political and ecclesial circumstances under its purview, and the onus laid on the church to
develop novel interpretations of canon law to adapt to these scenarios. The papacy’s power grew
to fill the void left by the absence of any significant theological-political medium of legislature
within the church. Papal letters on pressing issues called decretals were issued relatively
sparingly in the first millennium of church history, but decretals were suddenly written at an
unprecedented pace in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. A field of scholarship dedicated
primarily to studying and interpreting these new decretals even sprung up in Western Christian
universities.47 The marriage of a high view of rationalism with the authority of the institutional
church was always an uneasy one, even at the height of scholasticism, and this partnership only
grew more tense as the years went on and the church’s authority grew increasingly centralized
with the Pope.
This tension proved especially visible in the church’s increasingly difficult task of
justifying both the sufficiency of scripture for salvation and the increasing authority of the
church. The Reformation principle of sola scriptura (scripture alone), Francis Oakley reasons,
would not have seemed like a radical departure from the Western church’s position before the
fourteenth century, which was that scripture contained all things necessary for salvation and

45

Lynch, Medieval Church, 170.
Martin Luther, “To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation,” trans. Charles M. Jacobs, in Three Treatises
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constituted the sole foundation of doctrine, handed down to the church for safekeeping and
interpretation in a relationship akin to that of the Written and Oral Torah in traditional Judaism.48
However, the scope of “safekeeping” could be interpreted in a variety of ways, a question given
new urgency by the great power the church had accumulated. Both scripture and tradition had a
high place of honor in Catholic doctrine, but the church needed to decide how much weight it
would give the latter independently of the former. Even Lombard’s writings offered no clear
solution here: he quotes scripture extensively but almost always explains it through the medium
of patristic sources, with Sentences translator Giulio Silano claiming Lombard understood
scripture to encompass both the text and the church’s authoritative comments on it.49 The
fifteenth century saw what Oakley describes as a “two-source” theory of church authority gain
new intellectual prominence, as many scholars grew more confident in stating that tradition was
authoritative alongside – not in service of – scripture.50 A rather blunt example of a (moderated)
two-source theory came from the Franciscan Order, who spoke of the ability of the church to
create “new traditions” from its magisterium to deal with the problems of contemporary society,
even without a scriptural precedent.51 Overall, the increasing centralization of power for the
papacy and the concurrent elevation of tradition to the level of scripture cast doubt on the ability
of scholasticism to flourish as it was originally intended to – as faith seeking understanding.
Atkinson describes the intellectual chaos that ensued leading to blind trust in the church as the
central authority in all theology, the scenario that would form the background of all of Calvin’s
and Luther’s theological writings.52

48
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Section II: The Patristic Theology of Martin Luther
Martin Luther deeply engaged Christian tradition in critiquing the Roman Catholic
Church. Throughout his writings, Luther takes great care to balance his criticism of the church in
its present state with a desire to show the catholicity of the “evangelical” movement. This
balance often took the form of emphasizing the primacy of the written Word in scripture while
also paying heed to patristic interpretations of scripture to supplement his points. He would also
draw upon the writings of the early fathers to rebut claims of to the apostolic origin of certain
customs by the church; for example, Luther cites Cyprian of Carthage (200-258) to show that
young children received communion in the early church, despite the sixteenth-century church’s
withholding of the sacrament to children.53 However, Luther’s engagement of the fathers was
driven first and foremost by a desire to show how law and gospel played out in the lives of
believers, using them as exemplars for contemporary Christians without holding them up as
supreme authorities.54
The Authority of Councils
Before studying Martin Luther’s engagement with patristics, we must first understand the
context of Catholic teaching and Luther’s attitudes towards conciliar authority. To this end,
Luther saw late medieval scholasticism’s engagement with the fathers and councils as tainted by
an over-emphasis on human reason apart from the simplicity of faith. Scotus’ criticisms of
Thomist attempts to reconcile the two philosophies formed an early parallel to Luther’s
polemics, as both Luther and Scotus sought to reorient theology to point to the grace given by
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God through faith.55 This is not to say, however, that Luther championed blind faith; on the
contrary, he wrote in the wake of the post-Scotist weakening of confidence in the scholastic
method, which caused what Atkinson characterized as a blind trust in the church’s authority.
Luther, on the other hand, wanted to set church tradition firmly under the gospel to mitigate such
abuses, allocating to faith that which belonged to faith.56 Thus, Luther’s “theology of the cross”
centered around the sacrifice of Christ and the forgiveness of sins it effected. When held up to
the bundle of warring factions in scholasticism, Luther prioritized the simplicity of faith in
Christ’s visible revelation on the cross.57
In turn, Luther’s engagement of church tradition aims to recenter Christ’s visible
revelation in theology. Engagement with the ecumenical councils, for example, could be
profitable, but only insofar as they facilitated the preaching of the gospel to sinners; taken on
their own merits, councils could become one more piece of canon law among many. Towards the
end of his life, Luther alluded in On the Councils and the Church to his Catholic opponents
“screaming about the councils and the fathers without knowing what [they] are”.58 Luther
effectively warns here that the councils, while gifts from God, could still become idols if revered
on independent terms. As David C. Steinmetz puts it, Luther believed that councils could only
articulate teachings which the apostles and prophets stated more simply in the Bible; Luther even
limited the authoritative councils to the first four (Nicaea, Constantinople, Ephesus, Chalcedon)
due to his mistrust with how medieval sources interpreted the others.59 Luther’s primary use for
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the councils was not to replace them with scripture, but rather to reorient the way that the church
perceived them; the revelation of Christ was at the core of the councils, and apart from that, they
were nothing.
The fathers, then, constituted the next level below the ecumenical councils on Luther’s
pyramid of sources that pointed to the revelation of Christ in scripture. Bernhard Lohse wrote
that, while Luther regarded scripture alone as the ultimate judge, the councils were the “highest
representative organs of universal Christianity,” whereas the fathers and other church customs
emerge from particular and local circumstances and have less ability to make claims on broad
swaths of Christian believers.60 Patristic writings should be read by Christians as a source of
spiritual profit, an example of saints who have put the same faith in Christ that they have. Echoes
of this theological point exist in the Augsburg Confession, indicating assent by the full Lutheran
community: Article XXI states that the saints “may be remembered in order that we imitate their
faith and good works,” a statement that applies to Luther’s attitude towards the fathers.61
Nevertheless, as with all extra-scriptural sources, Luther only treats the fathers as
authoritative insofar as they point to faith in Christ. The gospel of Christ was clear and simple in
its command, while an over-reliance on the fathers – even as interpreters of scripture – risked
falling back into the pit of late medieval scholasticism, a dependence on an ever-growing corpus
of sources that frequently contradicted one another. When the fathers spoke against scripture,
even a consensus of them, Luther was unashamed to disagree with them: he wrote that, even
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when people invoked the “sayings of the fathers” to defend the doctrine of the mass as a sacrifice
offered by a priest, “over against all these things…we must resolutely set the words and example
of Christ”.62 On the other hand, Luther had great respect for the fathers as Christians who had
accepted the revelation handed down to them and expounded upon it. He commends Augustine
for his belief in the gospel, as the father noted that the visible church acted as a reliable conduit
for the gospel.63 A parallel exists here between the visible church for Augustine and the fathers
and councils for Luther; while the Bible is authoritative on its own, Luther acknowledges the
physical components of the church as means God uses to bring faith to humans.
The Authority of Scripture
Luther’s quotations of the fathers imply a great respect for them as parts of the physical
means God uses to bring the gospel to people. Luther still fully accepted the need for people to
serve as preachers and glorify scripture by interpreting its message rightly. He simply had no
confidence that the canon law of the Catholic Church could serve as that rightful guide and
believed that no traditional consensus had the right of interpretation over purer exegesis
developed later in time. For example, Luther hails Augustine as the “most trustworthy
interpreter” of Paul.64 Mickey L. Mattox expounds upon Luther’s views on proper exegesis,
noting that Luther cites Hilary of Poitiers to explain that the physical words on the pages of
scripture should never be separated from the substance of scripture, justification by faith in
Christ.65 Therefore, Luther’s attitude towards patristics reconciles the self-sufficiency of
scripture with the need to hear interpretations like those of the fathers. To come to faith in Christ,
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one must first hear of him. That being said, Luther’s place for the fathers in biblical
interpretation should not be exaggerated too much. Mattox also notes that Luther reversed his
contemporary church’s roles of scripture and tradition, as “the scriptures judge the teaching of
the church…not the other way around”.66 The fathers’ interpretations of scripture, like anyone’s
interpretation, only holds weight because of scripture’s sufficiency on its own for salvation; in
simpler terms, no patristic writing adds anything to scripture.
Luther’s downplaying of the fathers as a supreme authority for biblical exegesis was
closely tied to his championing of the literal message of scripture over any allegorical ones.
Luther was not afraid to condemn the fathers, and Origen (c. 185-c. 254) shows up as a frequent
antagonist in Luther’s writings due to his allegorizing hermeneutic of scripture.67 Origen, Luther
reasoned, undermined scriptural authority by lifting up the figurative Word as a life-giving force
while believing the literal one only condemned.68 Lying underneath Luther’s comments is a fear
that an overly allegorical-spiritual interpretation of scripture would make it inaccessible to
ordinary Christians in their daily vocation, perhaps leaving Christians at the mercy of the
Catholic Church again, which alone possessed the learned scholars capable of deciphering
scripture’s supposedly deeper meaning. On the contrary, Luther championed fathers who
possessed what he saw as the humility to let the scriptures say what they plainly said. He
commended the fathers for being better exegetes than his contemporaries on account of the
former adding less “theological novelties,” praising Augustine in particular for his writing that
the literal meaning of scripture is strongest.69 Luther’s distaste for “novelties” displays a belief
that the interpretation of scripture should match its content; if the message of salvation is as
66
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simple as placing faith in Christ, the interpretation should be accessible, too. This outlook
underlies Luther’s entire engagement of patristics, as Luther is not afraid to lift certain fathers up
above others, even when they do not lend their voice to some theological “consensus.”
Furthermore, the Lutheran principle of the priesthood of all believers strongly influences
Luther’s balanced approach to the fathers as influential and highly esteemed but not absolutely
authoritative. In his earliest writings, Luther championed that all Christians are made part of the
church by baptism, gospel, and faith, leaving nobody an inherently higher authority than another.
Mattox clarifies that the spoken and written Word are on equal footing for Luther, and the
priesthood of all believers implies that all Christians have responsibility to interpret the Bible to
preach the message of justification by faith.70 Hence, the earliest fathers have a role in aiding the
contemporary Christian in knowing the gospel, one which is unique and yet not privileged.
Luther viewed heresy as cyclical and constantly in need of new teachers from within the church
to counter it.71 Thus, Luther’s references of the fathers in spite of his strict subordination of them
to scripture suggests a reverence for their unique voice, preaching the gospel in the earliest era of
church history in the face of the earliest heresies. The fathers were remarkable precisely because
they were just like any other Christian, justified by faith alone, and they showed their gratitude
for their justification by defending the gospel’s right preaching against those who sought to
distort it, a quest to which Luther viewed himself as an heir. Luther even writes that while the
fathers “escaped from the dangers of human teaching,…their successors…hold only to their
works and human teachings at the expense of their faith and Spirit”.72 Luther thus draws a sharp
distinction between revelation, which is divine, and “teachings,” which are only “human,”
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warning that to treat the fathers’ writings as the latter ruins their purpose, which is to aid the
present Christian faithful to understand scripture and apply the message of justification by faith
to their lives.
Law and Gospel
Having established that Luther views the fathers and councils as subordinate to scripture,
which holds the free gift of faith, it is now necessary to explain how Luther saw scripture as
effecting justification through the dialectic of law and gospel. When Luther uses the law, he
speaks of the commands of God for human behavior and life. The law is righteous, showing
humans the ideal of divine perfection that nobody can live up to on their own merits. However,
the gospel is God’s free gift given by grace and received through faith in Christ, bestowing
God’s righteousness upon humans.73 The concepts of both law and gospel are both necessary
grounds for Luther’s theology of justification; the law provides reasoning for humans’
sinfulness, while the gospel relieves human consciences from that guilt and justifies them before
God. However, Luther viewed the Catholic Church as preaching an overabundance of the law
while simultaneously withholding the gospel. This complaint manifests throughout Luther’s
treatment of the church fathers, as he is quick to criticize patristic sources for drawing out the
law in scripture while ignoring the gospel’s message of salvation. For example, Luther criticizes
Jerome in Eight Sermons at Wittenberg for making a law out of the prohibition of circumcision
for Christians.74 On the other hand, patristic authors who submit to the gospel earn high praise
from Luther. In the same excerpt as above, Luther commends Augustine for following Paul’s
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example and allowing circumcision to be a choice of Christian liberty.75 The law-gospel dialectic
provides theological backing for Luther’s care to not allow the fathers’ works to become “human
teaching.” Christians could be brought to faith by realizing the free nature of salvation through
faith alone, and that could only be done if the gospel was preached first and foremost.
Additionally, Luther’s law-gospel dialectic was not simply a hermeneutic for interpreting
scripture. When Luther spoke of law and gospel, he had in mind a comprehensive system
describing the everyday life of a Christian. God’s righteous punishment and free grace
continuously occur, manifesting in what Markus Wriedt describes as “the context of complex
relationships, the personal situation of the listener or reader, and God’s plan of salvation as a
whole”.76 In turn, Luther viewed right teaching as that which could help the Christian make
sense of these experiences in a way that still placed the gospel message of their justification by
grace through faith alone at the center. To use one’s Christian freedom to make more laws
without the gospel would be only to exacerbate Luther’s chief issue with the church.77
Oppositely, Luther frequently invokes the fathers to deconstruct what he perceived as the hyperlegalism of the church. For instance, he takes aim at the high position of the Pope by quoting
Cyprian, noting that the bishop of Rome was only addressed as “dear brother” in third-century
Carthage, a sharp contrast to his lofty imperial titles used in Luther’s lifetime.78 Harkening back
to the beginning section of this essay, Luther made use of patristic writing specifically to prevent
it from becoming another component of scholastic teaching; such a usage would only pile more
demands of the law on Christians and leave the church’s power to do so unchecked.
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In addition to this dialectical and polemical usage of the fathers, Luther’s invocation of
the fathers also has a deeply practical purpose. Through the fathers, Christians can be comforted
by stories of their forebears in the faith, firmly situating the fathers as facilitators of the gospel
rather than additions to the law. Mattox describes Luther’s analysis of the fathers as figures
whose “experience of Law and Gospel parallels our own”.79 The fathers’ teachings should not
merely be internalized as abstract theological doctrines, but rather as testimonies to imperfect but
well-lived Christian lives that can only become actualized through God’s grace. To use a
succinct example, Luther speaks well of Augustine’s exegesis of Romans 3:21 as meaning that
God’s righteousness manifested “without [the law’s] support”.80 This statement has pragmatic
significance for Luther; he viewed Christians as in desperate need of comfort against the law,
and while the fathers certainly did not invent this doctrine (or any), they could certainly articulate
it in ways beneficial for Christian preaching. To the same end, Luther was involved in publishing
efforts for patristic sourcebooks, which Scott H. Hendrix attributes to their potential aid in
comforting believers in their “spiritual struggles”.81 Luther’s intent for the fathers’ writings to
move beyond the academy lends more credence to his vision for their writings as advancing the
centrality of the gospel. The reception of the Word was a fully passive act to Luther, as he
viewed justification by faith in Christ as a result of grace only. Referring back to an earlier
quotation, Luther engaged patristic sources that could have been perceived as more “human
teachings” among many and extracted the fathers’ “faith” and “Spirit,” both free gifts of Christ. 82
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Augustine
We shall now move into the specific fathers for whom Luther’s engagement shines a light
on his patristic theology as a whole. While Luther quoted from a handful of fathers, he expressed
greatest admiration for Augustine of Hippo, as his theology encapsulated Luther’s law-gospel
dialectic well. Atkinson characterizes Luther’s heavy quotation of Augustine as a “rediscovery”
of the father from late scholasticism, and Luther’s indebtedness to Augustine reflects Atkinson’s
earlier claim that Augustine provides a natural intellectual foundation for Christian reform
movements.83 Luther’s quest to resituate the church fathers in gospel rather than law, in a
theology of the cross rather than one of glory, naturally aligned with Augustinianism.
Luther’s theology of sin resembled that of Augustine, reflecting the fact that Luther still
held a place for the appropriate preaching of the law. In the Heidelberg Disputation, Luther cites
Augustine frequently; to Augustine, human sin is akin to bad fruit stemming from a bad tree, and
as such, free will can only lead people to sin without God’s grace intervening.84 Here, the
Augustinian theology of sin embraced by Luther undergirds his understanding of the law over
and against the perceived legalism of the Catholic Church. While the condemnation of humans
under the law is wholly just, sin is a fundamental part of human nature, not just a category that
describes evil deeds that humans can work on reducing. Hence, the freeing of humans from sin
requires a savior, not extra human merit. This strikes at the heart of Luther’s attempt to “reclaim”
Augustine from scholasticism and his uneasy synthesis with Aristotelianism. Atkinson draws
attention to the fact that Augustine’s reconciliation of faith and reason came down to belief being
synonymous with what the father called “[pondering] with assent”.85 A rediscovery of
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Augustine, then, allowed Luther to situate both “pondering” and “assent” within the context of
grace unlocked by faith.
Hence, Augustine’s articulation of gospel as well as law formed a core component of
Luther’s theology. The Augsburg Confession cites Augustine to show that faith is defined by
trust, not intellectual assent, and faith-as-trust forms the undercurrent of many of Luther’s
invocations of Augustine.86 In The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, Luther’s interpretation of
Augustinianism shows the centrality of faith in receiving God’s promises of grace, as the church
father simply proclaims “believe, and you have eaten” with regards to the sacrament of
communion.87 The simple nature of faith served Luther’s purposes in articulating the core of the
gospel. Augustine did not add to scripture in Luther’s eyes, but his succinct articulations of faith
aligned with Luther’s view of the gospel. Similarly, Augustine’s preference for more
straightforward biblical exegesis complemented Luther’s outlook on that matter. To move away
from church authority having the final say in biblical interpretation, it was crucial that Christians
could understand the message of Christ’s gospel in scriptural readings. Luther believed that the
Holy Spirit brings people to faith with the plain offer of grace and he thus found great recourse in
Augustine’s insistence that scripture lost its meaning when buried under too many conflicting
interpretations of its contents.88 Augustine’s articulation of the literalness of the scriptures, the
simplicity of faith, and the free nature of the Holy Spirit’s promise thereof all made Augustine a
fitting forebear for Luther’s theological critiques of Catholicism.
Luther also draws on Augustine’s contrast between the graceful nature of revelation and
the grim nature of human sin. Criticism of the contemporary church’s supposedly vaunted view
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of human teachings and rationalism constituted a large part of Luther’s polemic, and Augustine’s
belief in people’s total corruption by sin allowed Luther to use a scholastic founding father
against the Catholic Church. Specifically, Luther viewed the heresy of Pelagianism as reaching
new and evolved heights in his day, associating his Catholic opponents with those who had
believed humans contributed to their salvation apart from God through works.89 It makes sense,
then, that Luther esteems Pelagianism’s great opponent, Augustine, in the Heidelberg
Disputation. Luther does not mince words, outright naming Augustine as the “most trustworthy
interpreter” of Paul.90 He uses this praise as a springboard to present his theology of grace and
sin; while Luther acknowledged that humans had free will, he interpreted the will’s capabilities
in the same low manner as Augustine, believing that it could only lead humans to sin without
God’s grace intervening.91
Beyond rebuking scholastic rationalism, Augustine’s theology of sin was necessary to
preserve the full meaning of the saving power of the crucifixion. The Augsburg Confession
invokes Ambrose (340-397) to describe that Pelagian works-righteousness renders the
forgiveness of sins as the “worker’s wage” rather than the “donor’s gifts,” defining faith soon
after in Augustine’s terms as trust in – not intellectual assent to – God.92 In that sense, Luther’s
respect for Augustine takes on a much more pressing tone; he believed that the revelatory event
of Christ hung on an acceptance of Augustine’s doctrine of sin, an event Manfred Schulze
testifies to as influencing Luther’s maximalist anti-Pelagian stand at the Heidelberg
Disputation.93 The Augustinian bondage of the will, justification by faith alone, and anti-
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scholasticism were all inseparable from one another in Luther’s thought; soon after his
commendation of Augustine as Paul’s best interpreter, Luther stresses a theology of the cross as
central, stressing that the sufferings of Christ are the visible revelation upon which all doctrine
rests.94
Furthermore, Luther had a tremendous respect for Augustine as a figure who was a
talented theologian yet who submitted his authority to scripture. As was previously discussed,
Luther testified to Augustine’s humility in accepting the church’s authority because it guided
him to believe the gospel.95 In turn, Luther applied Augustine’s attitude towards the church to his
own theology of patristic (and, thus, Augustinian) authority. While Luther esteemed Augustine
as the most orthodox theologian among the fathers, he did not do so because of some self-evident
authority Augustine had as a “doctor of the church.” Instead, Luther’s respect for Augustine
came from the bishop’s high view of divine grace, reorienting his “doctor” title as a mere
consequence to his right teaching of the faith and lamenting that the downfall of Augustinianism
led to a diminished role of grace in Western theology.96 For this very reason, Luther takes no
hesitation to oppose Augustine when he views his theology as anti-scriptural. For instance,
Luther undercuts his Catholic opponents’ assertion that Augustine believed in the existence of
purgatory, stating that even if Augustine did, it was still only a “human opinion,” unfit to
“establish an article of faith”.97 Likewise, Luther denounces his opponents for appealing to
Augustine’s claim that a man who remains married after baptism effectively has two wives, not
only disagreeing with Augustine but upbraiding his opponents for making an “article of faith”
out of something that Augustine himself showed no intention of wanting to codify in that
94
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manner.98 Luther’s confidence that Augustine would take his side in disapproving of extrascriptural doctrines is telling, as his admiration for Augustine’s theology lay in precisely how uninnovative it was in Luther’s eyes.
Jerome
On the other hand, Luther often used Jerome as the foil for Augustine, as he represented
an application of law and gospel that Luther despised. Schulze describes Luther’s distaste for
Jerome as stemming from his disregard for justification by faith, as Luther polemically lamented
how “it is hard to find three lines in [Jerome and Origen] which teach the doctrine of
justification”.99 Luther’s owed his indebtedness to Augustine to how the latter represented the
law as an articulation of people’s utter helplessness in contributing to their salvation in a way
that could be followed up by the offer of the gospel.
Conversely, Luther viewed Jerome as representative of the errors plaguing the church, as
he interpreted the Bible with a law-first hermeneutic that disregarded the free offer of
justification. Luther even decried Jerome’s Vulgate translation of the Bible for including four
separate prefaces to the four gospel accounts, which he viewed as cluttering the simplicity of the
“one [gospel’s]” message of salvation.100 Parallels exist between Luther’s condemnation of
Jerome’s “making havoc of the gospel” and his anger with the scholastic system writ large, as
Jerome’s writings and late scholasticism both promoted what Luther viewed as an overcomplication and burying of the gospel.101 Jerome was at odds with Augustine in the realm of
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biblical exegesis as well. Grouping Jerome with Origen and Pseudo-Dionysius, Luther criticized
the former’s belief that the spiritual Word “kills” and the written Word “gives life”.102 This
hermeneutic stood in stark contrast to Luther’s belief that the Holy Spirit communicated the
revelation of Christ in plain language. Claiming that a hidden spiritual revelation gave life would
only heap more burdens on people’s consciences, which would do nothing but increase their
reliance on human teaching in the church.103
Moreover, Luther’s perceived over-reliance on the law by Jerome also trickled down to
Jerome’s practical interpretation of scripture. Schulze explains that Luther especially viewed
Jerome’s Old Testament hermeneutic as overemphasizing practical legal commands for
contemporary Christians at the expense of the gospel.104 This criticism fits with Luther’s
criticism of the Catholic Church writ large, that they saddled believers with more spiritual
burdens as their own authority grew. Jerome usually plays the villain to Augustine’s orthodox
interpretation, as is the case in the aforementioned passage from Luther’s Eight Sermons at
Wittenberg. Here, Luther contrasts Augustine’s Pauline exegesis with Jerome, who wanted to
make a law out of the prohibition of circumcision for Gentile Christians.105 In a similar manner,
Luther writes that Jerome excessively stressed the law in both Testaments; Jerome “[wreaked]
havoc on the gospel” by claiming that Paul’s criticism of works-righteousness only applied to the
ceremonial Mosaic law. This criticism was part of Luther’s larger dislike for Jerome’s analysis
of the five books of Moses; Jerome saw the laws they contained as a list of commands for the
Israelites rather than a mirror to bring them to awareness of their sin.106 Luther’s overall criticism
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of Jerome was thus twofold. First, Jerome saw the law as the primary driving force of scripture
rather than a necessary condemnation of humanity before the gospel. Second, Jerome reassigned
matters which fell under the Pauline category of Christian freedom to matters of legal obligation.
In both senses, Luther perceived Jerome as the antithesis to Augustine, who saw scripture as
fundamentally centered on the gospel and allowed its authority to speak for itself.
Cyprian
While not as numerous as Augustine or Jerome in Luther’s patristic quotations, Luther
mentions Cyprian of Carthage a moderate amount more than most other fathers. Luther’s
primary objective in quoting Cyprian is an overtly polemical one, holding up a figure of the
ancient church whose words and actions both contradicted the Catholic Church’s claims to
continuity. In The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, Cyprian is mentioned as a “doctor of the
church, endowed with the apostolic spirit,” suggesting Luther held him in high esteem;
moreover, Luther affirmatively refers to Cyprian’s famous declaration that “outside the church
there is no salvation,” an indication that the institutional church had a place in Luther’s theology
and that Cyprian was a credible witness to it.107 This would fit with Luther’s Augustinian
ecclesiology wherein the church was the means by which God brought the message of the gospel
to people. Synthesizing that Augustinian theology with Cyprian’s high regard and exclusivist
view of what constituted the institutional church, Luther’s evocation of Cyprian serves as a
polemical check on the Catholic Church’s very claim to apostolic continuity. We see this
dynamic in how Luther often quotes Cyprian when discussing contemporary theological issues,
presenting him as situated in a more evangelical, apostolic Western church. Notable instances,
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both previously mentioned, include the Smalcald Articles, where Cyprian is quoted as addressing
the bishop of Rome as “dear brother” rather than a grander, more honorary title, and The
Babylonian Captivity of the Church, when Luther shows Cyprian allowing a young girl to drink
wine during the Eucharist (thus showing that children both communed and were given both
kinds).108
First-Degree vs. Second-Degree Patristic Citations
Taking a step back from the specific fathers Luther quotes and admires, Luther’s patristic
citations have two general methods, first-degree and second-degree. A first-degree patristic
citation indicates the usage of a father’s direct words or doctrine, usually to rebuke the Catholic
Church, whether explicitly or implicitly. A second-degree citation points to a father’s words
merely as a window into the practice of the early church. Luther has a place for both in his
polemics, and we will briefly examine each below.
While it is difficult to generalize about Luther’s entire writings, Luther tends to reserve
first-degree patristic citations for the fathers for whom he has the highest theological regard.
Thus, it is no surprise that he uses Augustine’s writings frequently for direct polemical attacks on
Roman Catholicism. Luther’s frequent discussion of original sin and God’s grace in the
Heidelberg Disputation definitely fits this profile; for example, Luther’s aforementioned
crediting of Augustine when explaining that sins are like bad fruit from a bad tree rather than
legal crimes directly supports Luther’s theology of law and gospel as opposed to the church’s
perceived legalism.109 Luther’s contrast of Augustine and Jerome usually serves as an illustration
of the proper application of law and gospel, lending air to the essentially anti-Catholic polemical
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character of his first-degree patristic quotations, including the disapproving ones. In Luther’s
earlier excerpt from Eight Sermons at Wittenberg, he contrasts his description of Jerome as
making a law out of the prohibition of Gentile Christian circumcision with Augustine as
following Paul, indicating his belief that the latter’s theology is essentially scriptural while
Jerome (and, by proxy, Luther’s Catholic opponents) only want to burden the faithful with
human teachings.110
However, Luther’s first-degree patristic citations must not be conflated with a desire to
“prove” his theology through their authority, as though Luther believed that his correctness
depended on the fathers falling in his camp. Rather, Luther uses the fathers to undermine the
Catholic Church’s claim to speak for Christian tradition, despite not feeling indebted to any
specific patristic work himself. Revisiting Luther’s earlier disagreement with Augustine on postbaptism marriage, he expresses that “we must found our salvation on the words and works of
man as little as we build our houses of hay and straw” and chides the church for making a law
out of Augustine’s statement.111 In effect, Luther’s criticism of the church is twofold: its
theology of the relation of scripture to tradition is distorted, but it cannot even succeed on its own
terms at accurately practicing what it lays theological claim to.
On the other hand, Luther tends to employ second-degree patristic citations for narrowerdefined theological topics. Many of Luther’s quotations of Cyprian conform to this profile, as
Cyprian’s quotes testify to the existence of what Luther sees as a more biblical, apostolic
Western church. The earlier example of Cyprian giving communion in both kids to a young girl
fits this profile.112 While Luther was not quoting Cyprian’s personal theology, the father’s words
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still illustrate a practice that differed from Luther’s contemporary church, serving a polemical
purpose. Luther’s relatively broader range of patristic sources in his second-degree citations also
reference specific fathers who Luther is not as theologically indebted to otherwise. He cites
Ambrose alongside Augustine and Cyprian as examples of baptized, orthodox Christians who
were chosen from among the laity and not church hierarchy, rebuking the bishops’ higher role in
the ordination process in the sixteenth-century Western church.113 Taken as a whole, Luther’s
second-degree patristic quotations are too broad in topic and circumstance to succinctly articulate
their purpose, but they tend to serve the same purpose as Luther’s first-order citations,
undermining the church’s claim to catholicity and tradition by displaying the customs and
practices of the ancient church more directly. Likewise, Luther later quotes the fathers to imbue
the growing Lutheran church with an apostolic spirit, writing in a letter to a church in Wittenberg
that Athanasius (c. 296-373) and Cyprian both prayed the Psalms before communion, while Basil
(c. 330-379) sang the kyrie at a similar time in the service.114
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Section III: The Patristic Theology of John Calvin
John Calvin provided much of the intellectual firepower to the Reformation that Luther
started. He stressed many of the same points that Luther did: justification by faith alone, the
primacy of scripture, and the need for a decentralization of interpretative authority in the church.
Also like Luther, Calvin engaged the early church in service of his reform efforts. He stressed the
need for a respectful view of tradition that paid due honor to the influential councils and church
fathers who came before him, believing the early Christian church to constitute a “golden age”
from which his contemporary Roman Catholic Church had departed.115
That being said, Calvin’s engagement of patristic sources differed from Luther’s in two
crucial ways. First off, law and gospel did not form nearly as central or explicit of a concept in
Calvin’s theology. While Calvin’s general theology of law and gospel accords with Luther’s, the
former stresses the total depravity of humanity and the independent nature of God’s grace as
abstract concepts to a greater degree than the latter, leading to a much less grim and antagonistic
picture of God’s law and leaving more room for the law as an instrument of God’s loving
discipline. This makes Calvin’s employment of the church fathers less dependent on the lawgospel dialectic. Secondly, Calvin engages a wider range of patristic sources, drawing upon the
merits and weak points of most of them. He thus emerges with a much less clear notion of
protagonistic or antagonistic fathers in his patristic theology than Luther did with Augustine and
Jerome, though Augustine still occupies the highest place among the fathers in Calvin’s patristic
theology.
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The Authority of Councils
Calvin’s aforementioned regard for the early church as the golden age of Christian
theology led him to regard councils and patristic writing highly in Christian doctrinal formation.
In this sense, Calvin viewed himself as more than just knit to the ancient fathers in the
communion of saints; he also considered himself a sort of historical successor to them. Similar to
Luther, William J. Bouwsma describes Calvin’s historical worldview as “cyclical,” as Calvin
remarked that “nothing happens to us now that was not experienced by the holy fathers”.116 In
the midst of the struggle between orthodoxy and heresy that Calvin saw unfolding, he dated the
consensus of roughly the first five centuries of the church as the “apogee” of Christian
orthodoxy.117 As a Reformer, Calvin was indebted to the principle of sola scriptura, but he
acknowledged that God used means to bring salvation to people. All the doctrines and practices
of the church were gifts given by God to lead Christians back to Him, and so Calvin was wary
about putting too much authority in any means on its own terms. Instead, theological doctrines
were useful insofar as they expressed scriptural truth in a way that facilitated people’s knowledge
of God, a matter on which Calvin aligns with Luther in his criticism of the church.118 Therefore,
the church fathers and councils were not accorded special authority due to any notion of ecclesial
power or tradition that existed alongside scripture. Rather, they were useful because the early
church represented a “purer age” which Calvin believed to represent the simplest and least
adulterated preaching of Christ.119
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The unity of “Spirit and Word” that Calvin believed to be present in orthodox councils
constituted the basis of his praise thereof. Like the Catholic Church, Calvin believed that Christ
could truly be present at councils. However, Christ’s presence was not legitimated through the
authority of the visible church. Reversing the dynamics of authority, Calvin believed councils
made orthodox claims only insofar as Christ governed them by his “Word and Spirit”.120 He
noted that God commanded the Levitical priests to “teach at [His] mouth” in Malachi 2:7, also
pointing to biblical instances of gatherings, even universal ones, of God’s priests being
condemned by Him as not representing His will.121 Thus, Calvin’s cyclical view of history
interacting with his belief in the total depravity of humanity led to a low anthropology that made
him distrustful of the ability of Christians to act in accordance with Christ’s Spirit and Word at
large assemblies. Calvin, like Luther, believed the first four councils (Nicaea, Constantinople,
Ephesus, and Chalcedon) to be a solid theological foundation due to their ability to quell
doctrinal disputes in a way that made the Word clearer.122 Nevertheless, Calvin certainly
believed that humans could be poor stewards of the responsibilities that came with councils; soon
after quoting Malachi, Calvin explained that as greater amounts of councils were called, the
church “degenerated from the purity of that golden age,” leaving the Western church in need of
reform.123
Similarly to Luther, Calvin saw the Western church of his day as crushed by centuries of
papal power expansion, with the scholastic system serving as its handmaiden. Calvin essentially
viewed the consolidation of power under the papacy, not scholasticism itself, as the root cause of
the church’s corruption; scholastic theology was only a symptom of the disease, perpetuating
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papal authority through niche academic tasks such as the study of decretals.124 The employment
of the church fathers in Calvin’s Institutes occurs at an especially high frequency in the last of its
four chapters, when Calvin directs his criticisms towards the Catholic Church most directly.125
Calvin, like Luther, respected church fathers as an excellent, though not infallible, interpreters of
scripture. Their standing as members of the church in its purer golden age, then, acted as a check
on both contemporary papal power and its scholastic fruits. Calvin quotes the fathers to
demonstrate the much more collegial, decentralized nature of the spiritual leadership of the early
church. For instance, Calvin invokes Cyprian of Carthage, who stated that neither he nor his
colleagues “[styled] himself a bishop of bishops”.126
This admiration for the early church did not stem from its antiquity or independent
authority, as Calvin unashamedly criticized his patristic sources when he believed them to depart
from scripture. Much like Luther, Calvin instead admired the fathers like he admired orthodox
councils, as he respected how the Spirit and Word worked through them. As was previously
mentioned, Calvin had a high regard for the power of multiple Christians to settle disputes in a
group, and as such, the assembly of fathers that the first four ecumenical councils provided was
authoritative because it gathered a great amount of Christians submitting to the Spirit and Word
together. Calvin only cautions against the excessive emphasis on conciliar authority “because all
ages and places are not favored with an Athanasius, a Basil, a Cyril, and like vindicators of
sound doctrine”.127 Consequently, Calvin’s respect for the submission to Spirit and Word that
councils provided informed his critique of scholasticism due to Calvin’s distrust of human
rationality having authority on its own terms. Paul Helm describes Calvin as hesitant to validate
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the trustworthiness of scripture through any outside authority, even if external validation was
more “rational.” Despite being a scholar and a product of the intellectual dynamism that the
humanist tradition provided, Calvin’s idea of religious authority was ultimately premodern.128
For Calvin, human rationality was a gift from God to lead us back to God, and scholasticism
detached that gift from its creator.
In turn, Calvin’s engagement with patristic sources in a polemic against the scholastic
system centers on his treatment of the fathers as witnesses. Lane explains that contemporary
readers must not mistake Calvin’s patristic quotations in the Institutes as analogous to modernday academic citations, though we will use the term “citation” for expediency. Rather, Calvin
invoked the fathers as one would call witnesses in a courtroom, providing reliable accounts for
his own argument against that of the Catholic Church.129 Calvin viewed God as a reliable source
on His own terms, believing that nobody should seek authority outside God’s self-revelation in
scripture; in other words, God alone was an adequate “witness”.130 Hence, Calvin’s treatment of
the fathers as witnesses can be seen as a reconciliation of sola scriptura with a respect for church
tradition. In a courtroom setting, a witness does not add to a case or dictate truth about it, but
instead illuminates the facts of the case in an understandable way. Likewise, the fathers were a
valuable resource because they facilitated humans’ ability to learn about God in a way that
circumvented the complexities and pointless arguments Calvin believed permeated
scholasticism. Conversely, Calvin claims that his belief in the fallibility of tradition does not
spring from a fear that the church would be vindicated if tradition were independently
authoritative.131 Instead, what may seem like selective quotations come across that way because
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Calvin was never building a polemic from the bottom up, using the church fathers as sources. As
Scott H. Hendrix explains, Calvin’s quotation of the fathers stemmed from his perspective of
them as flawed humans who could nonetheless serve as excellent witnesses. 132 Harkening back
to an earlier metaphor, Calvin’s witness-driven engagement of the fathers tied in to his
conviction that an authoritative scripture still existed within the power of a God who used means
to bring its message to people, and the fathers served as a crucial instrument to this end.
Scripture, Law, and Gospel
In turn, Calvin’s trust in the authority of scripture must begin with his belief in the
ultimate self-sufficiency of God as an authority. Calvin believed in the absolute sovereignty of
God, and so one must not attribute an excessive trust in the Bible on its own terms to Calvin. As
we have already discussed, Calvin believed Spirit and Word were ultimately necessary for
revelation; in the case of scripture, this meant that Calvin did not believe that the literal words on
the pages of the Bible were the endpoint of Christian doctrine.133 Instead, Calvin believed that
God used scripture as revelation, a cogent means by which people could come to knowledge of
God. It is in this context that one must understand Calvin’s opposition to letting church tradition
run parallel to scripture; as was evidenced by previous elaborations of Calvin’s high regard for
certain councils and patristic writings, Calvin did not view church tradition and scriptural
primacy as always mutually exclusive. Calvin’s pessimistic and cyclical view of history,
however, led him to believe that as humans gained more authority to communicate scripture’s
teaching on their own terms, the post-Fall temptation of people to exist apart from God would
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lead them gradually farther from scripture, explaining his belief that the church “degenerated
from the purity” of the early church.134
Calvin’s belief in sola scriptura thus led him to a similarly negative view on allegorical
exegesis as Luther. Arguing against the free will of humans to choose good, Calvin analyzes his
opponents’ citation of the Parable of the Good Samaritan in their argument. He explains that
those with a higher view of the human will say that the travelers who accosted the thief represent
human sin, meaning that they rob humans of much of their moral faculties while not completely
eliminating them.135 However, pushing back on this interpretation, Calvin counters that
“allegories ought to be carried no further than [scripture] expressly sanctions,” then sharply
repudiates the reliability of allegories as a bedrock for doctrine.136 While the relation of scripture
to the believer is not Calvin’s central point here, it can be assumed that Calvin also held that God
wanted to display His revelation in a way that people could comprehend well enough to know
Him through. Otherwise, as with Luther, the danger loomed of the church’s authority continuing
to assert itself if people took too many liberties allegorizing the text. In addition, one sees
Calvin’s preference for simpler exegesis in his admiration for John Chrysostom. While Calvin’s
praise and criticisms of certain fathers balanced each other out in most cases except for
Augustine, Calvin approved of how Chrysostom held to a robustly literal-historical approach to
biblical exegesis, as William J. Bouwsma explains.137
In turn, Calvin’s cyclical view of history is only part of the reason for his distaste for the
scholastic debates that permeated the church. Calvin’s conviction that scripture’s message was
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ultimately simple led him to believe that Christians’ ability to rest assured in their own salvation
hung in the balance. Bouwsma quotes Calvin as self-identifying with the fathers who despised
the ancient pagan philosophers studied in their day, philosophers who “[obscured] the simplicity
of [scripture] with endless contentions and worse than sophistic brawls”. This characterization of
his patristic sources is not wholly accurate, as Bouwsma also recounts how the church fathers
engaged the philosophical schools of their day in their writings.138 Nonetheless, Calvin’s view is
still effectively outlined here. Early in the Institutes, Calvin compares scripture to a tool which
helps people see God in a way that they never could on their own, akin to glasses for someone
visually impaired.139 In light of this passage, Calvin’s aforementioned critique of the scholastic
system – that it decentered the gift of human reason from the God who creates it – takes on much
grander implications. Taken too far, scholasticism would lead to humans replicating the mistake
of Adam and Eve in pursuing knowledge on their own. Calvin’s glasses metaphor implies that
humans would possess no fundamental ability to know anything without the Bible, and
scholasticism ran the risk of overtaking scripture in pursuit of trying to know it.
Having demonstrated that Calvin believed scripture to be a clear guide for the Christian,
we must now explain how Calvin believed scripture to work out the message of salvation inside
believers. Calvin expressed approval of a kind of law-gospel dialectic like Luther did, but his
view of the law was far less distant and stern. While Luther affirms the righteousness of God’s
law, he often draws upon its terrifying and condemnatory qualities in his personal writings. On
the other hand, Calvin often expresses a more nuanced and positive attitude towards the
authoritativeness of the moral law, though he still believes it to be fulfilled by Christ. He
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explains that the Old Testament law was meant to “raise [the Israelites’] minds to something
higher,” displaying an admiration for the law and its ability to display God’s glory.140 David C.
Steinmetz demonstrates that the church fathers tended to distinguish between the moral and
ceremonial law, endowing the former with relevance in maintaining Christians’ relationship with
Christ.141 Calvin, who treats the patristic corpus in his writings more than Luther in both breadth
and depth, follows their legacy of rejecting the Marcionism and Gnosticism that an antinomian
handling of the law-gospel dialectic leads to. Wilhelm Niesel details Calvin’s articulation of how
Christ “sealed [the rituals’] efficacy in his blood,” rendering the law fulfilled but not absent.142
Calvin then reconciled the relevance of the moral law with justification by faith alone by
claiming that while Christians were still bound by the moral law, they could not claim to be
justified by it; in short, only the moral law’s practical use changed, not its meaning.143 Here,
Calvin’s analysis of law and gospel begins to look more like that of Luther, who enumerated the
law as a useful tool of disciple for sinners.
In turn, Calvin’s articulation of the promise of the gospel in response to the law
resembles Luther’s and serves as a criticism of the church in much the same way. Calvin
interpreted God’s promise of salvation as offered exclusively to “perfect observers of the law,” a
title which covered nobody after the Fall. Therefore, Christ died on the cross in such a way that
humans could obtain the promises of salvation by faith alone and be freed from the law.144 The
moral law then remained relevant still, but Christians did not earn justification before God due to
their satisfactory completion of it. Instead, God blesses humans’ works due to their faith, and
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their works became righteous before Him on that basis as the gospel substituted for the law in the
process of salvation.145 The gospel promise acted as the core component of the message of
scripture that Calvin regarded as so fundamentally simple, the central point of Christianity that
humans risked losing by obscuring it with an overemphasis on the human dialectical method.
Even Calvin’s description of councils rested on their ability to minimize conflict and needless
debate; for example, Calvin commends the Council of Nicaea for “[restoring] peace to the
churches which [Arius] had vexed”.146 Calvin not only viewed the church’s addition of what he
saw as extrabiblical doctrines as wrong in and of itself, but also thought it reversed the proper
order of humans’ relation to God’s revelation. God’s commands in scripture are a sufficient
guide to salvation, and theology should serve to limit attempts to expand it. Scholasticism,
Calvin feared, would lead to a never-ending increase of doctrines beyond the core promises of
scripture. Therefore, Calvin’s employment of the fathers took on a “reductionist” character as
Calvin sought to deconstruct doctrines that he did not see as emerging from scripture alone.
Augustine
Before exploring Augustine and other fathers, we must briefly revisit Calvin’s
consideration of patristic sources as witnesses rather than sources. Since the calling of witnesses
only happens insofar as a lawyer believes they will help, not hurt, their argument, we cannot
reliably arrive at a clear patristic antagonist for Calvin akin to Jerome in Luther’s writing. As
Lane explains it, Calvin only felt pressured to “cite” the fathers because they supported his
arguments. Figures who Calvin disagreed with, such as scholastic theologians or other
contemporaries who opposed him, were not necessarily named directly.147 Therefore, we can
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generally conclude that figures Calvin directly cites have relevance for his theological claims,
but determining who Calvin most disagrees with is not as straightforward. We will focus mainly
on the figures Calvin held the most respect for, though disagreement will be acknowledged when
Calvin’s conclusions differ from those of his patristic sources.148
Augustine forms the centerpiece of Calvin’s usage of patristic literature. Johannes van
Oort goes so far as to say that Calvin views himself as a “successor” to Augustine, a fair claim
given the frequency of Calvin’s mentions of the bishop.149 In the same vein as Luther, Calvin
does not treat the patristic corpus as a democracy, having no qualms preferring certain fathers
over others when he views one as in greater accordance with scripture. To this end, he is
indebted to Augustine in his theology of sin, grace, scripture, the sacraments, and much more.150
Calvin named Augustine “the best witness to antiquity,” and this showed through in van Oort’s
tallies of the patristic citations in the Institutes, where Augustine ranks so clearly highest that van
Oort deems other fathers’ quotations insignificant by comparison.151 Additionally, in van Oort’s
comprehensive look at all of Calvin’s writings, he notes that Calvin mentioned Augustine 20
times in his first work, Commentary on Seneca’s De Clementia, whereas he scarcely cited any
other father at all, indicating a strong Augustinian influence on Calvin before he started to
engage the fullness of patristic literature.152 Of particular interest to this project are Calvin’s
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invocation of Augustine on matters of free will, the sacraments, and the proper role of the
church.
Before he engages in anti-Catholic polemics more directly in Book Fourth of the
Institutes, Calvin lays out a robustly Augustinian foundation for his theology of free will and
human bondage to sin. Like Luther, Calvin frequently references Augustine in his discussion of
the bondage of the human will which left people utterly dependent on God’s grace for salvation.
Calvin specifically engages Augustine’s doctrine of original sin leading to the total corruption of
the will, diving into the specifics of the inherited character of sin; Augustine offers a grim picture
of humans’ natural will which Calvin largely adopts as his own, stating that even children are
corrupt because they come from people whose “nature which begets is corrupt”.153 As a result,
the human mind has a natural temptation to submit to Satan rather than God, and it is purely
through God’s sovereign grace that any good can be done.154 This is not to say that God forces
humans to be good against their will, but instead, God imbues people with free will which they
will inevitably use to choose Him due to His essential irresistibility.155 Citations such as these
showcase the deep Augustinian roots of Calvin’s law-gospel dialectic. Augustine vindicates
Calvin’s more nuanced view of the moral law, as Calvin uses God’s condemnation of people
under the Augustinian-Calvinist theory of total corruption to focus on God’s righteousness rather
than His harshness. Furthermore, the fundamental place of Augustinian total corruption in
Calvin’s theology shines a new light on Calvin’s anti-scholasticism. Humans were chasing after
nothing trying to know God through philosophical methods that placed undue weight on human
rationality, as it is only through God’s grace that humans could know Him at all.
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Augustine’s more grounded view of the sacraments also held a deep influence on Calvin
that is reflected in Calvin’s theology of the Spirit-Word union. For a council’s decision to be
valid, Calvin thought that the Spirit and Word of Christ had to be mutually assented to by those
present; hence, Calvin employed Augustine when he perceived the Catholic Church’s
sacramental theology to overemphasize the act itself at the cost of the Spirit of Christ. Calvin
quotes Augustine in a discussion of repentance, stating that baptism does not end the law of sin
working in us but instead only forgives it; constant repentance is needed throughout life.156
While the church did not view baptism as ending the need for repentance, Calvin’s quotation of
Augustine here still reflects a desire to recenter the believer’s desire for forgiveness of sins away
from the church and towards personal trust in God’s Spirit and Word effected through scripture.
Calvin likewise condemned the mandatory nature of public confession in his day, using the early
church to demonstrate that what had once been an outward seal to ease consciences and confirm
their repentance had metastasized into an obligatory ritual in which the priest held inordinate
power to forgive sins.157
However, we see the Augustinian roots of Calvin’s sacramental theology the most in his
quotation of the father in discussions of communion and the mass. Van Oort names
sacramentology as Calvin’s greatest intellectual inheritance from Augustine, as Calvin’s
spiritualizing doctrine of communion optimally reconciled the necessity of faith and God’s
sovereignty, putting him at odds with memorialist Anabaptists and anti-Trinitarians on one side
and Catholics and Lutherans who confessed the real physical presence of Christ on the other.158
In the Institutes, then, the Augustinian roots of this thinking become apparent; Calvin quotes
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Augustine on the necessity of visual sacraments for Christian unity while also noting the “sober”
celebration of communion in the early church that Augustine attested to.159 Calvin’s praise of the
sobriety of the early church in the mass reflects a common critique he and Luther engaged the
church fathers to formulate, even if they arrived at different conclusions on the presence of
Christ in the bread and wine. Both believed that the increasingly grand and ornate presentation of
the mass threatened to quash the simplicity of the message of faith, and as such, the mass should
center more around the reading of scripture and a more austere administration of communion.
Hence, Calvin also names Augustine as a witness against the doctrine that the priest re-sacrificed
Christ during communion. To imply that Christ was repeatedly sacrificed, Calvin reasoned, was
to cheapen the significance of his atonement.160 It risked giving the church hierarchy the final say
in the presence of Christ in the sacrament rather than faith in the atonement being sufficient on
its own, and Augustine helped Calvin articulate this doctrine.
Furthermore, Calvin employed Augustine similarly to Luther in emphasizing the right
scope and jurisdiction of the church. He employs the same Augustine quote mentioned earlier by
Luther, where Augustine acknowledges the role the visible church played in bringing him to the
gospel. Calvin aimed to reinterpret this passage polemically, as his Catholic opponents might
consider this quote a vindication of the institutional church’s authority in setting boundaries on
the teaching of the gospel.161 Instead, Calvin notes that Augustine was responding to the
Manichaeans, a sect known for being secretive about their sources of religious knowledge. In this
light, the passage aligns more with Calvin’s doctrine of the church and the sacraments as visual
means that God uses for the sake of order and unity.
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John Chrysostom
Calvin treated the patristic tradition in more breadth and depth than Luther did, and this
shows in his use of John Chrysostom as a witness. While Luther scarcely named the Greek
fathers as sources, Chrysostom ranks third in the 1559 Institutes with 45 mentions. Van Oort
names free will as a point where Calvin theologically departed from Chrysostom, as he thought
the father’s view left too much room for human freedom.162 Nevertheless, Calvin’s direct
mentions of Chrysostom betray an admiration for his doctrine of the Holy Spirit and his stress on
restraint in church discipline.
Even if Calvin denied Chrysostom’s synergistic doctrine of the will in salvation, he
admired Chrysostom’s view of the corruption of man and the Holy Spirit’s regenerative grace.
Calvin noted that Chrysostom attributed all good human works to the Holy Spirit in a way that
repudiated works-righteousness; human good works are repayments of debt to God because
“every man is not only naturally a sinner, but is wholly sin,” while God’s works for us come
purely from God’s grace.163 Calvin’s view of the total corruption of human will, then, flows
naturally from these views; while he discards Chrysostom’s synergism, the Calvinist bondage of
the will parallels Chrysostom’s low view of human good works. To tie Calvin’s citation of
Chrysostom back to a sola scriptura context, Steinmetz states that Calvin’s admiration for the
fathers stems heavily from their exegesis of Paul, whose view of human sin Calvin viewed
himself as safeguarding. Hence, Calvin’s respect for Chrysostom stems from Calvin’s conviction
that Pauline theology leads to a holistically low anthropology wherein man is not able to repay
God for sin.164 Moreover, Calvin’s use of Chrysostom speaks to his criticism of scholasticism;
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Chrysostom states that “the foundation of our philosophy is humility,” which Calvin interpreted
as identical to his own thought that knowledge of one’s bondage to sin was the greatest epistemic
conclusion at which one could arrive.165 Calvin likely viewed Chrysostom as a sympathizer in
his disregard for the scholastic system’s emphasis on reasoning one’s way to knowledge of God.
By embracing Chrysostom’s notion of foundational humility, Calvin made the glory of God
rather than human reason central to his epistemology.
In addition, Calvin understood Chrysostom’s statements as a witness to the need for
restraint in church discipline, which Calvin thought to have disappeared in the sixteenth-century
Western church. Chrysostom, who Calvin describes as being a strict disciplinarian himself, still
admitted that bishops and priests should seek to emulate God’s mercy when imposing
disciplinary measures on penitent congregants.166 The choice of this citation reflects a common
thread of both Calvin and Luther, who believed that the abuse of church discipline and worksrighteousness both emerged from the same problem, the increase in papal and hierarchical
power. Calvin saw the church as demanding proof of repentance through the fulfillment of
physical actions, the validity of which were ultimately decided by church hierarchs. Calvin’s
desire to remove the visible church from its mandatory role in the process of repentance also
shines through in his choice of Chrysostom’s admonition to “not…tell [your sins] to your fellowservant who may upbraid you, but tell them to God who cures them”.167 Regardless of the
original context in which Chrysostom said this, Calvin saw a witness to his belief in the Godcentered essence of repentance in the Eastern father’s writing.
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Gregory the Great
If Chrysostom testified to the golden age of the early church, Gregory the Great
represented the last benevolent bishop of Rome, the final fruits of the “purer” early church as it
gave way to the more “corrupted” Catholic Church of Calvin’s time. Bouwsma states outright
that Calvin believed the degeneration of the Western church to start after Gregory’s tenure as
bishop of Rome, while van Oort notes that Calvin’s citation of Gregory (the second-most cited
father in the 1559 Institutes) consisted almost entirely of historical proofs.168 Calvin’s historical
citations of Gregory are more overtly polemical in tone than those of the other fathers. Calvin
quotes Gregory as fully rejecting the title of universal bishop, testifying to the collegial nature of
the bishopric and directly affirming that “none of [his] predecessors ever desired to use this
profane term [of universal bishop]”.169 Calvin’s citation of Gregory thus cuts directly to his
issues with the moral character of the Western church rather than critiques on theological issues,
as he vindicated Calvin’s lower view of the historical jurisdiction of the papacy. He even
confidently asserts that Gregory would agree with him and lament that “the sacerdotal order has
fallen within” if he witnessed cardinals ranking above bishops and holding such significant
power in the sixteenth-century church.170 In this sense, Gregory the Great is much less of a
theological witness than a living representation of both the admiration Calvin held for the early
church and the issues he took with the sixteenth-century church’s practice.
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First-Degree vs. Second-Degree Patristic Citations
Having examined the meanings of Calvin’s references to individual fathers, we may now
take a step back and look at the significance of Calvin’s patristic quotations from a “macro”
rather than a “micro” perspective, as with Luther. By and large, Calvin’s quotations of the fathers
follow the same twofold model as Luther: they can serve as a “first-degree” citation, meant either
to supplement his own position or cast doubt on the Catholic one through a direct theological
quote, or a “second-degree” citation, where the father’s words serve as a springboard to a larger
historical point about the way a certain practice or belief was lived out in the early church. In
both cases, van Oort’s thesis – that Calvin’s use of the fathers is largely polemical – holds true;
Calvin appeals to scripture to formulate his own doctrines, but his quotations of the fathers
largely serve to buttress his doctrines with supporting sources that cast doubt on the church’s
ability to call on said sources for support.171
As with Luther, Calvin’s first-degree patristic quotations often come from the figures he
theologically agrees with most, explaining why Calvin invokes Augustine so frequently to
criticize the church. Calvin’s stress on a robustly Augustinian theology of free will and sin stands
in opposition to the church’s teaching of his day. Calvin viewed the two as mutually exclusive,
and he had a directly polemical goal in mind when quoting patristic sources. In cases where
Calvin did not perceive the father to side with the Catholic Church, his quotations aim to show
that the Reformation had orthodox roots, too. However, Calvin also quoted fathers who the
church claimed supported their position, which reflects a desire on his part to directly undercut
the church’s claim to speak for church tradition. Once again, Calvin did not feel tied to tradition,
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and so he did not feel that he needed patristic support.172 Nonetheless, his patristic citations
undercut papal power and the scholastic system, which spoke as the inheritors of church
tradition. For instance, Calvin’s aforementioned citation of Augustine’s feeling led to the gospel
by the church is an attempt by Calvin to reclaim a “doctor of the church’s” quote from the
institutional church.
On the other hand, Calvin also employed first-degree patristic citations that he disagreed
with to undercut church authority. Acknowledging that Jerome and Origen had a much greater
faith in the human will’s ability to choose good, Calvin blithely states that “it is of no
consequence what they thought, if it is clear what Paul meant”.173 Calvin’s quotations of fathers
– both ones he agrees with and dissents from – thus synthesize to form a two-pronged attack in
keeping with van Oort’s description of the fundamentally polemical nature of Calvin’s patristic
writings. Calvin, like Luther, unites his patristic witnesses with sola scriptura to communicate
that the very tradition the church claims does not support its positions, and even if it did,
scripture has the ultimate authority. In short, Calvin engages in what Scott H. Hendrix calls “deparentifying” the fathers through his first-degree patristic citations, engaging them as
authoritative while being mindful of their limitations and nuances as human beings. 174
If first-degree patristic quotations acted as a check on the content of the church’s
teaching, second-degree ones were a similarly polemical check on the church’s theological
continuity. In second-degree citations, Calvin quotes a father not to engage their thought on its
own terms but to display a practice in the broader church at the time. His aforementioned
citations of Gregory the Great serve as a great example of second-degree citations, casting doubt
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on the historical veracity of universal authority belonging to the bishop of Rome. Another
example can be found in Calvin’s quotation of Cyprian, who described ordination of priests in
the early church as involving the presence of laypeople acting as moderators and who
characterized the consent of the laypeople in ordination as “the divine and apostolic tradition
[which is observed by us also, and almost by all the provinces]”.175 Calvin’s second-degree
patristic citations therefore served a more straightforwardly polemical purpose than his firstdegree ones, aiming to display that the continuity the Catholic Church claimed to have with the
church of the apostles did not exist and that the present church may have even distorted it.
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Conclusion
Overall, Luther’s and Calvin’s engagement of patristic sources in their theology accepts
the primacy of scripture while allowing for the fathers to communicate the gospel more
effectively. Both theologians were products of late medieval scholasticism and its flaws; the
centrality of Augustine in their theology and their robust dedication to scripture as the sole
source of authority betray a desire to move away from what they regarded as an academic
environment swamped by excessive rationalism and human teachings, under the thumb of everexpanding papal power.176 The fathers provided an excellent platform to not only communicate
the gospel more effectively but also to negate the Catholic Church’s claims to its own tradition
by using its foundational saints against it. Nonetheless, Luther and Calvin differed in their
approach. Luther believed in a more defined duality of law and gospel, one which rigorously
stressed the need for believers to be relieved from the burdens of the law. This conviction led
Luther to cite the fathers in such a way that denounced the perceived overabundance of laws in
the doctrine and practice of the church. On the other hand, Calvin allowed for a more nuanced
perspective, allowing the law to serve as a means by which the Christian could grow closer to
God. Calvin, while strongly Augustinian, also quoted from a much broader range of the patristic
corpus on a wider breadth of issues, while Augustine and Jerome stood out as the “hero” and
“villain” of Luther’s patristic citations.
This project’s understanding of Luther’s and Calvin’s patristic theology could serve both
secular-academic and ecclesial ends. Concerning the former, we have seen how the Reformers
should be understood not as overthrowing tradition to establish a revolutionary movement.
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Rather, they proposed an alternative theology of tradition to that of the Catholic Church, one
which integrated a more robust view of the centrality of scripture. Hopefully, these conclusions
can guide the language and concepts employed to discuss the Reformation, avoiding a
conception of Protestant self-identity as novel or schismatic. Rather, Luther’s and Calvin’s
patristic theology suggests that the Reformers’ goal was restoring their conception of the ancient
church after the modern church had distorted it.
Further, this project’s conclusions could be helpful for ecumenical dialogue, enhancing
mutual understanding between Catholics and Protestants. Our engagement of scripture and
tradition showed that the Reformers highly valued both. It could be said that the Catholic Church
holds the Bible in high esteem while at the same time understanding it within the context of the
church. Likewise, this project flips that claim in formulating Protestant self-identity; Luther and
Calvin held a high regard for tradition while understanding its authority within a purely scriptural
context. In this way, the caricatures of both Christian traditions – Catholicism as ignoring
scripture and Protestants as freely choosing their doctrine according to personal whims – can be
deconstructed in a way that allows for fruitful dialogue.
Concerning the potential ecumenical and interfaith impacts of this project’s conclusions,
future research may want to build on our findings to increase their relevance for modern
Protestant dialogue with Catholicism, Orthodox Christianity, and Judaism. While Luther’s and
Calvin’s patristic theology is a useful tool for understanding Protestant self-identity in the
Reformation era, ecumenical dialogue between Protestants and Catholics has deepened since
then and each church now understands the other’s positions better. Most notably, the Roman
Catholic Church and the Lutheran World Federation produced the Joint Declaration on the
Doctrine of Justification in 1999, declaring that each tradition agreed on the essential formula of
59

justification, that it is given by grace alone through faith alone with the Holy Spirit calling
Christians to good works afterwards.177 A desire to defend the gospel of justification by faith
against a supposedly distorted Catholic understanding underpinned much of the Reformers’
patristic engagement, which poses challenges as to the relevance of Luther’s and Calvin’s
writings on this topic today for ecumenical dialogue.
Later work should also strive to build bridges between Protestant and Eastern/Oriental
Orthodoxy on the fathers. While the Reformers understood themselves as heirs to the universal
church, they are still products of the West, and most of the theological attention is devoted to the
Western fathers. Orthodox patristic theology was not forged in the same medieval polemical
climate as that of Protestantism, so many of the potential positive effects this project could have
on ecumenical dialogue between Protestants and Catholics do not apply to the Orthodox.
Finally, as far as interfaith dialogue with Judaism is concerned, new scholarship
surrounding the Reformers’ understanding of justification should be considered by future
research. Luther’s infamous overt anti-Judaism notwithstanding, thinkers such as Krister
Stendahl have recently argued that Luther’s struggle with assurance of his salvation in the face of
God’s law, shaped by the harsh legalism of the monastic and university settings of his day, was
not identical to the conflict Paul faced after his encounter with Christ and detailed in his
letters.178 Hence, Luther’s law-gospel dialectic taken to the extreme casts a harsh light on any
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kind of legal observance, a tendency which must be avoided in dialogue with Judaism or any
other tradition with a body of law. Calvin’s law-gospel theology, on the other hand, offers a
much more nuanced view of the law in the Christian life.
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